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ABSTRACT 

* 

Assuming current algebra and using Bjorken's methods, it is argued 

that inclusion of the strong interactions to all orders will almost 

certainly not remove the Dm":'.renormalizabili ty of the weak interactions . 
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I. IWrRODUCTION 

It has long been a tacit hope that the non-renormalizability 

of the "\{eak interactionsl might go away if, at each order in the weak 

coupling, the strong interactions are introduced to all orders - that 

]',s: strong "f0rm factors" may damp the singular weak forces. Such an 

idea is extremely attractive because, if all the higher order weak 

corrections can be made finite in this way, one might have justification 

for neglecting them as small. Our purpose here is to argue that, if the 

(pure) strong interactions are described by current algebra, this hop~ 

is almost certainly unfo1Jnded. 2 

Our order of presentation is as follows. 1n Section II, we 

use Bjorken's3 methods to examine the exchange of two W mesons 

betvleen hadrons, to all orders in the strong interactions. The process 

is still quadratically divergent. In general, using a crude· 

power-counting argument, the exchange of NW mesons between hadrons 

(to all orders in the strong interactions) is divergent like' 

A2N -2 (A an invariant cutoff mass),; that is, the degree of divergence of 

these "ladder" graphs with all strong "'form factors" is still just that of 

a ladder of bare nucleons. This is, in a sense, not surprising because, 

after all, the current algebra needed is true in a theory with free 

elementary nucleons. In Section III, we study the sum of all graphs 

to fourth order in the weak coupling, i.e. vertex corrections and nucleon 

and W meson self-energy corrections, in addition to the "box" graphs 

of Section II. Here vle note that not all 'these graphs can be written 

in terms of currents with closed 'W-loops, which keeps us from making 

universal statements: For some processes, such as elastic proton-proton 
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scattering, it ,is clear that the,' quadra.tic divergence cannot cancel. 

For others, such as charge-exchange neutron-proton scattering, we 

ca.."1not prove that the divergence does not cancel, although some 

simple e.rgulnents make a-ca.i1cellation implausible. We do not attempt 

vertex fu."1ction (etc.) analysis for higher than fourth order. 'At the 

end of this Section, we mention that the non-renormalizability persists 

for semi-leptonic processes (e.g., higher order correction to !3,·decay 

etc.), and purely leptonic processes. 
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II. "LADDER" GF.APHS WITH ALL STRONG INTERACTIONS 

We begin with the expression for .the exchange of two W mesons 

between hadronic systems to all orders in the strong interactions (see Fig. 

1) , 

where g is the weak coupling in theW ,theory, 

4 hadronic weak interaction current 

j = cos 9 F1+i2 + sin 9 F4+i5 F == V. A 
IJ. IJ. IJ.' IJ. IJ. IJ. 

J' is the purely 
IJ. 

. , 
9 is Cabibbo's angle, and~1J. (k) is the usual Wmeson propagator. 

Note that hadronic system "a" is not necessarily the same as "e", nor 

(2) 

are they necessarily single hadron states. Assuming the absence of opera-

tor Schwinger te:rms, a time-ordered product between hadron states is co-

variant. This str.ucture includes, of course, both. direct and crossed 

"box" graphs whenever such are compatible with the external quantum 

numbers. It is important to realize that Eq. 1 contains many more graphs 

than) say, just the box graph for nucleons with a strong form factor 

at each vertex. Such a particular subset of graphs might well be 

convergent, but, in such an approximation, . the time-ordered products 

would not satisfy the correct divergence condition etc. - i.e. the 

current algebra is not represented by such a subset of graphs. 
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The "loop" in Fig. 1 'is really only a function of one 4-vector 

k, so ive can use Bjorken I s methods directly to isolate the most ,divergent 

term. In a frame with k == 0, each of the time-ordered products go, 
"'" 

for large ko' as (kO)-l; explicitly for the left-most, we have 

J 4 -ik·x (I t I ) -i d x e p',C T{j (x), j (0») p,a 
11 v 

As a model,we work out Eq. 3 using the recently proposed gauge-field 

algebra of currents5 in the case of strangeness conservation. Any 
. 6 

other reasonable model gives the same degree of divergence with 

different coefficients. Doing the commutation, and going to the 

covariant form, we obtain 

,,[here 

2 
== 2 cos 9 

With this in hand, we can isolate the most singular part of Eq. 1, 

keeping only 

. !vi • ul 
s~ng ar 

the k k term in the W propagators, 
11 v 

g4. [d4k 

== ;F J (k2 ~zl-) 

. , 

(pi, c Ik. J !p,a) (q I ,d!k.1!q,b) 

(k + p _ p,)2 - rl-. 

'·'(5) 

(6) 

where M is the . W mes,on mass, arid we have suppressed the energy-momentum 

t 

• 
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conserving 6-function. We see that the two-meson exchange is 

quadratically divergent. For exmaple, if all the hadrons are 

identical and spinless, this reduces, with all the hadrons at rest, 

to 

H , .. 
s~ngular 

h 2 [ 2 2 
= ~ Q (2cos e + sin e) 

M 

where Il, Q, Yare, respectively, the mass, charge and hypercharge 

of the hadron. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the quadratic divergence 

is net surprising really,. because, in general, current algebras are 

true in free theories:· Certainly the box graphs for bare nucleons are· 

quadratically divergent. For pions, the same i.s true, remembering that 

the time-ordered product .now also contains contact graphs where the 

W mesons meet on the pion line. 

For multiple W exchange between hadrons, we content ourselves 

:wi:th a rough power counting argument, just as we would for the bare ladder 

graphs, Graphs analogous to Fig. 1, but with N mesons exchanged, 

involve time-ordered products of N currents between hadron states. 

We can exhibit the large-momentum dependence of such structures in 

ik.x 
analogy ''lith the two-current form, e. g.,7 by replacing' each e by 

(-ikO)-l :::'oeikx d' t t' b t t t ' , ~ u an ln egra ~ng y par s 0 genera e a power ser~es ~n 

. (kO)-l. In the case of three currents, 
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and, in general for N currents, we find the time-ordered product 

d lik (k·O).-N+l., Th ti t th h f goes own e us, coun ng momen a, e exc ange 0 

N W mesons between hadrons is divergent like A2N- 2 where A is an 

invariant cutoff'mass. As above, we note that this degree of divergence' 

is ,exactly that of, say, a ladder of bare nucleons. Inclusion of the 

strong interactions doesn't seem to help at all • 

. ; 

¥ • 
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III. NUCLEON-NUCLEON SCATTERING TO FOURTH ORDER 

In Section II, our discussion'was limited to ladder-type 

gr~?hs to all orders in both the weak and the strong interactions. 

, At each 6rder in the weak interactions, there are however, other graphs, 

namely vertex and self-energy corrections, which could conceivably cancel 

the ladder graph divergences. In this Section, we want to study these 

other gra.phs .• for definiteness, in the case of nucleon-nucleon scattering 

to fourth order. We note that, in general, the cancellation is not 

possible. 

The processes that need to ,be considered in addition to the ladder 

graphs are shown in Fig. 2. 

purely hadronic currents. 

All blobs are time-ordered products of 

4 Because the usual theory has only charged W 

mesons, THe ha,je no 3":W vertices. Moreover, the 4-w vertex that, 

might contribute to the W renormalization is absent by normal ordering. 

Note that we cannot write all the graphs as currents with closed W-loops, 

so, at least in the case of Fig. 2.d, we cannot make a definite statement 

about divergence. 

It is best to consider separate cases. For proton-proton 

scattering, none of the graphs of Fig. 2 are present (by quantum 

numbers), so'the quadratic divergence of the box graphs persists. 

'In the case of charge-ex~hange neutron-proton scattering, on the other 

hand, all the graphs of Fig. 2 contribute (along with the graphs of Fig. 

1), so we proceed to discuss them. Fig. 2a is quadratically divergent-

by our previous methods. After the, vertex renormalization however, the 
I 

divergence is only 'logarithmic and' cannot cancel the box-graph divergence. 
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A similar statement applies to the W-renormalization graphs of, Fig. 2c.' 
, , ' 

The graphs of Fig.2b are quadraticallY ,divergent with a coefficient 

depending on the hadronic states 'H, but again, after nucleon 
, , 

renorma.lization, the divergence is only logarithmic. The graphs of 

Fig. 2d are no~ <?bviously divergent at all (beca.use our methods only 

work for closed W 1001'S). In perturbation theory, ,with say, a 

nucleon.;.anti-nucleon loop, the proces's would again be logarithmically 

divergent after renormalization. ,We consider it hlghly unlikely, 

,; 

. ,r' 

B.lthough not inconceivable, that the graphs of Fig. 2d can cancel the (~::,.\""" 

divergence of Fig. 1 for 'n-p scattering; most probably, the quadratic 

divergence persists, just as for 1'';'1' scattering. 

In conclusion, we have argued that the non-renormaliza?ility" 

'of the .weak interactions persists for non-leptonic processes, even 

:i&-th all strong "form factors'.'" The arguments clearly go through as 

well for se:ni-leptonic processes; e.g., in the case of t3-decay, the 

N -W, exche.nge process is also 2l.1' -2 
A divergent,. In the case of 

fourth order purely leptonic processes our, reasoning also,applies, 

with' the observation that there are no strong 'form factors in any 

graphs except F~g.~c,9.. 

~ie would like to than..lc K. Bardakci,'L .. BX'pwh,: R.·, pagels,c\.G~",~ 

Segr~'·:.,and!ftJ~·; .. Weisberger,::,for.,:helpfuJ.; ~eonyersations. 
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for'which the comrnut~tor inEq. 3 vanished,_which would appear to 

disagreew:l.th experiment. 

7. Alternately, one can write spectral representations following 

Bjorken. -Essentially, for each - 9-function in the time-ordering, 

there is another energy denominator in the representation . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Two W meson excha..'1.gebetween hadrons. 

UCRL-17681 

other strong corrections to fourth order nucleon-nucleon 

.scattering:H stands for hadronic intermediate states. 
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